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ABSTRACT

Compact data representations in quantum systems are crucial for the development of quantum algorithms for data analysis. In this study,
we present two innovative data encoding techniques, known as QCrank and QBArt, which exhibit significant quantum parallelism via
uniformly controlled rotation gates. The QCrank method encodes a series of real-valued data as rotations on data qubits, resulting in
increased storage capacity. On the other hand, QBArt directly incorporates a binary representation of the data within the computational
basis, requiring fewer quantum measurements and enabling well-established arithmetic operations on binary data. We showcase various
applications of the proposed encoding methods for various data types. Notably, we demonstrate quantum algorithms for tasks such as
DNA pattern matching, Hamming weight computation, complex value conjugation, and the retrieval of a binary image with 384 pixels, all
executed on the Quantinuum trapped-ion QPU. Furthermore, we employ several cloud-accessible QPUs, including those from IBMQ and
IonQ, to conduct supplementary benchmarking experiments.

Introduction

Quantum computing is believed to open doorways to novel methods and algorithms that can outperform their classical counterparts1.
Among the most prominent examples of quantum algorithms are Shor’s prime factoring algorithm2 and Grover’s unstructured search
algorithm3. In addition, recent results show that quantum computers have great potential to solve problems in machine learning4–9.
Similarly, there has been considerable work in quantum image processing10–14. However, despite this progress, the current era of noisy
intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices still calls for basic research to understand better the capabilities and applicability of quantum
information science (QIS)15.

A crucial problem when designing and implementing quantum algorithms that process classical data is the data encoding problem16,
which relates to how data is encoded in the quantum state of a qubit register, and is closely related to the data input problem. In the
encoding process, there is a trade-off between the efficient use of the Hilbert space and the computational complexity of the algorithms
leveraging the quantum representation9.

The main contributions of this paper are related to the data encoding problem and how to address it on NISQ hardware to implement
quantum data analysis algorithms in practice. First, we introduce an extension of the uniformly controlled rotation gate17 that enables
concurrent execution of two-qubit CX gates on the address and data qubits of the memory. We call this a parallel uniformly controlled
rotation gate and it can be viewed as a generalization of the parallel Toffoli gate decomposition18 to more than 2 address lines.

We implement our circuits in two quantum data encoding schemes: a QCrank angle encoding for continuous data and a QBArt
basis encoding for discrete data in binary representation. Second, we present the results of a collection of data encoding and analysis
experiments demonstrated using real quantum processors at an unprecedented scale for different data types, including images, DNA
sequences, and time-series.

The three most well-known types of data encoding are basis encoding, amplitude encoding, and angle encoding19. Assume that the
input data is an N = 2n-dimensional vector x⃗ = [x0, . . . ,xN−1]. Basis encoding is mainly used when discrete data must be arithmetically
manipulated in a quantum algorithm. In this case, x⃗ is a binary string obtained from the original classical data. For example, if the classical
data is the vector [0,1,2,3], then x⃗ = [00,01,10,11]. This binary string is encoded in the computational basis states of a qubit system,
i.e., |⃗x⟩= |00011011⟩. In the case of amplitude encoding, a (normalized) real- or complex-valued data vector x⃗ is directly encoded in a
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2n-dimensional Hilbert space through the amplitudes of the state ∑i xi |i⟩. Finally, in an angle encoding, each xi in x⃗ is embedded through
single-qubit rotations, for example, as

⊗
i (cos(xi/2) |0⟩+ sin(xi/2) |1⟩) in case of a Pauli-Y rotation.

As previously mentioned, the problem of quantum data encoding is closely related to research on quantum data input and quantum
memory. Analogous to classical computer memory, the two main designs under investigation within the field of quantum computing are
quantum read only memory (QROM)20 and quantum random access memory (QRAM)18, 21. Both are based on coherent access to data
stored in quantum memory addresses that can be queried within a quantum algorithm. Theoretical designs vary from quantum circuit
implementations to proposals for native hardware implementations of quantum memory.

This work extends data encodings predominantly used in quantum image processing, usually called quantum image representations
(QIR), and have a close connection to QROM/QRAM. A variety of QIR methods have been developed22. The (improved) flexible
representation of quantum images ([I]FRQI)23–25, the (improved) novel enhanced quantum representation ([I]NEQR)26, 27, the multi-
channel representation of quantum images (MCRQI/MCQI)28, 29, and the (improved) novel quantum representation of color digital images
([I]NCQI)30, 31 are among the most powerful existing QIR methods. Our previous work proposed an overarching encoding framework
called QPIXL32 that unifies all QIRs mentioned above. In the QPIXL framework, every QIR can be written as

|ψ (⃗x)⟩= ∑
i
|i⟩⊗ |ci⟩ , (1)

where |ci⟩ is an encoding of the pixel colors in the qubit state and |i⟩ an encoding of the pixel positions in the qubit state32. All QIRs that
are commonly considered in the literature use a straightforward basis encoding for the pixel position information. However, the color
mapping varies for different QIRs. For example, NEQR employs a basis encoding for the pixel color information, FRQI uses an angle
encoding in a single qubit. In contrast, IFRQI and MCRQI/MCQI use angle encodings over multiple qubits.

The second contribution of QPIXL is an asymptotically optimal quantum circuit implementation to prepare QIRs based on uniformly
controlled rotation (UCR) gates17. A UCR is a multi-parameter, multi-qubit gate acting on na control or address qubits and 1 target or
data qubit. A UCR gate performs a single-qubit rotation of the data qubit around a fixed axis on the Bloch sphere. Here, the rotation angle
depends conditionally on the computational basis state of the address qubits. As such, it is parametrized by 2na rotation angles as there are
2na different basis states in the address register. For example, assuming Pauli-Y rotations,

Ry(φ) := e−iY φ/2 =

[
cos φ/2 −sin φ/2

sin φ/2 cos φ/2

]
, (2)

the unitary matrix corresponding to a UCRy gate with the final qubit as the data qubit is given by the following block diagonal matrix,

UCRy(⃗α) =

Ry(α0)
. . .

Ry(α2na−1)

 , (3)

where α⃗ = [α0, . . . ,α2na−1] is a vector of rotation angles. It follows that32

|ψFRQI(⃗α)⟩= UCRy(⃗α)(H⊗na ⊗ I) |0⟩⊗(na+1) ,

= ∑
i
|i⟩⊗ (cos αi/2 |0⟩+ sin αi/2 |1⟩). (4)

To recover α⃗ through projective measurement of |ψFRQI(⃗α)⟩ in the computational basis, we sample from the probability density function
(PDF)

∣∣|ψFRQI(⃗α)⟩
∣∣2 = ∣∣[c0,s0, . . . ,c2na−1,s2na−1]

∣∣2, where ci = cos αi/2 and si = sin αi/2. The input angles α⃗ can be uniquely recovered
by measuring the PDF,

α
meas
i = 2arctan

√
|si|2
|ci|2

, i ∈ [2na ], (5)

provided that αi ∈ [0,π]. The input data x⃗ should be rescaled to rotation angles in this restricted range, e.g., αi = xi/A, where A is a
scaling factor such that the angles are mapped to [0,π].

A straightforward circuit implementation of the UCRy gate in Eq. (3) consists of 2na fully-controlled Ry gates, where, for i ∈ [2na ], the
rotation angle is given by αi and the na address qubits are controlled on the state |i⟩. An optimized circuit implementation existing of a
depth-2na sequence of two-qubit CX gates and uncontrolled single-qubit Ry rotations17 reduces the quantum resources32 at the cost of an
increased classical overhead to solve the linear system

θ j = ∑
i

W ′
i, jαi, for i, j ∈ [2na ], (6)
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for the rotation angles θ⃗ . The angles θi are the parameters that are used in Ry rotations of the compact circuit implementation for the UCRy
gate in Fig. 1(a). The linear system (6) is a Walsh-Hadamard transformation with Gray ordering, explained in more details in “Theoretical
analysis of permuted UCRy gates” in the Supplementary Information. It can be solved efficiently classically in O(N logN) operations
through a Fast Walsh-Hadamard Transform (FWHT)32, where N denotes the length of the input sequence.

In another related work, we proposed FABLE33, which leverages compact UCRy and UCRz circuits to generate block-encodings of
matrices, a widely used primitive in quantum linear algebra algorithms such as the quantum singular value transformation34, 35.

Our new data encoding QCrank is an extension of the QPIXL–FRQI and MCRQI angle encodings. It uses parallel single-qubit
rotations and CX gates acting on disjoint qubit pairs leading to much shorter circuits with a high degree of quantum parallelism. Our
new QBArt basis encoding is a QCrank derivative that generates compact circuits for QIRs which use a basis encoding for the color
mapping |ci⟩ such as NEQR. We do consider both QCrank and QBArt in the broader context of encoding ordered data x⃗ in a quantum
state following Eq. (1), where the ordering of x⃗ is imposed by the tensor product of states on the address |i⟩ and data qubits |ci⟩. Eq. (1)
can be viewed as a generic case of a vectorized data structure with |i⟩ the index and |ci⟩ encodes the value of xi, respectively. This general
quantum index-value data structure enables a natural representation and manipulation of different types of ordered data, such as DNA
sequences, complex-valued series, 2D images, and time-ordered ECG waveforms, as shown by the experiments presented in the next
section and in “Further experiments using QCrank and QBArt” in the Supplementary Information. The experiments leverage QCrank and
QBArt based quantum algorithms and are executed on either NISQ36 hardware or noisy simulators. This work demonstrates that today’s
NISQ devices can encode and compute on classical data sets. Because of the limitations on circuit depth that NISQ devices impose,
we use relatively small data sets and simple processing tasks that are straightforward for classical computers. Nonetheless, our results
showcase the limits of what is currently experimentally possible in this field. At the same time, our initial proof-of-concept results unveil
the true possibilities for data analysis using quantum algorithms in the future as quantum hardware evolves.

Results
In this section, we describe the main contributions of this paper, including the optimally scheduled parallel UCR gates, our new QROM
encodings QCrank and QBArt, and a series of experiments with various types of data demonstrating their performance on real QPUs.

Optimally scheduled parallel UCR gates
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the standard compact circuit implementation for a UCRy gate17 with na = 5 address qubits used in the QPIXL
framework32. However, the UCRy circuit implementation is not unique. The positions of the control qubits of the CX gates can be
permuted cyclically, as shown in Fig. 1(b). We denote UCR(na;s)

y as the circuit implementation of a uniformly controlled Ry rotation with
na address qubits and cyclic permutations s ∈ [na]. We show all 3 possible realizations of cyclic permuted UCRs for 3 address qubits, i.e.,
s = 0 → [0,1,2], s = 1 → [1,2,0], and s = 2 → [2,0,1]. Note that the different implementations of the UCRy gate require a permutation
of the linear system (6) to compute the rotation angles. However, the angles can always be computed with an O(N logN) algorithm. More
details are provided in “Theoretical analysis of permuted UCRy gates” in the the Supplementary Information.

The benefit of the permuted UCRy gates becomes clear when we combine multiple of them acting on different data qubits but sharing
the same address qubits, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In this case, the 1- and 2-qubit gates expressing the UCRy circuits with the 3 different
permutations acting on 3 data qubits can be reordered to an equivalent circuit with the same critical depth as a single UCRy circuit
operating on 1 data qubit. That is possible because the single-qubit Ry rotations work on different qubits, and groups of CX gates act on
different pairs of qubits. Consequently, both the Ry and CX gates mutually commute and can be reordered to enable concurrent execution.
We call this a parallel uniformly controlled rotation gate or pUCR(na,nd)

y with na address qubits and nd data qubits. The CX-depth of a
pUCR(na,nd)

y circuit is

dCX ≤ 2na ⌈nd/min(na,nd)⌉, for nd ,na > 0. (7)

If nd ≤ na, Eq. (7) is a strict equality, because the CX gates within a cycle act along edges in the bipartite connectivity graph shown on the
right of Fig. 1(c) that connect disjoint pairs of address and data qubits. Consequently, these CX gates can be executed in parallel on the
quantum hardware, significantly shortening the execution time and improving the fidelity. If nd > na, we require nd UCR circuits but only
na different UCR permutations exist. Following the gate grouping shown in Fig. 1(c), we again find the CX depth on the right-hand side
of Eq. (7). However, for certain ratios of nd/na, we can commute independent CX and Ry gates and regroup them in such a manner that
further reduces the critical CX depth to the number of CX gates that are controlled by the address qubit with the most CX gates connected
to it.

Table 1 illustrates the circuit depth advantage of the pUCRy gate implementation, introduced in Fig. 1(c), over a logically equivalent
serial implementation that does not use the cyclic permuted UCRy but instead just combines unpermuted UCR(na;0)

y circuits on different
data lines. In this implementation, all the CX gates in a single cycle (blue box in Fig. 1(c)) share the same control qubit and cannot be
executed concurrently on current quantum hardware. The circuit depths reported in Table 1 are taken after transpilation. We see that the
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Qiskit transpiler is not able to achieve the same data starting from the serial circuit compared to the parallel circuit. The reduction ranges
between 2.1× to 5× for the size of circuits we considered. This maps 1-to-1 to a similar reduction in data loading time.

A pUCR(na,nd)
y (⃗α) gate implements the block diagonal unitaryRy(α0,0)⊗···⊗Ry(α0,nd−1)

. . .
Ry(α2na−1,0)⊗···⊗Ry(α2na−1,nd−1)

, (8)

with α⃗ = [αi, j] a vector of nd ×2na rotation angles that encode the data x⃗.
Next, we describe our new QROM encodings QCrank and QBArt, which take advantage of this novel idea of optimally scheduled

parallel UCR gates.

QCrank data encoding
The quantum-parallel data encoding scheme we propose in this paper leverages the pUCRy circuits to generate an encoding. To this end,
we only have to prepend Hadamard gates acting on the register of address qubits of the pUCRy circuit. That creates an equal superposition
over all addresses as required for Eq. (1). Fig. 2 shows the high-level block diagram of the QCrank circuit. We call our method QCrank
as the arrangement of the CX gates in the pUCRy circuit diagram in Fig. 1(c) resembles a crankshaft in a combustion engine.

Similar to Eq. (4), it follows from Eq. (8) that the QCrank circuit prepares the state:

∣∣ψqcrank(⃗α)
〉
=

1√
2na

2na−1

∑
i=0

|i⟩⊗ |ci,0⟩ |ci,1⟩ · · ·
∣∣ci,nd−1

〉
,∣∣ci, j

〉
= cos(αi, j/2) |0⟩+ sin(αi, j/2) |1⟩ ,

(9)

where j ∈ [nd ]. For a fixed index i and corresponding state |i⟩ on the address qubits, the different rotation angles αi,0, . . . ,αi,nd−1 are
encoded in the product state |ci,0⟩ · · · |ci,nd−1⟩. Consequently, the data recovery process can be decoupled into nd independent vectors of
input parameters α⃗:,0, . . . , α⃗:,nd−1, where α⃗:, j denotes the vector constructed by taking all values with second index equal to j. By tracing
out all data qubits except the jth, the FRQI state23 corresponding to the input parameter α⃗:, j is retrieved. Formally,

ρFRQI(⃗α:, j) = TrDk:k ̸= j ρqcrank(⃗α), (10)

where Dk:k ̸= j is the Hilbert space of all data qubits except the jth, and ρFRQI and ρqcrank are the density matrices defined in the usual
manner. Eq. (10) provides a procedure to reduce the PDF on na + nd qubits measured from QCrank to nd PDFs on na qubits for an
FRQI encoding, for which we can recover the data using Eq. (5). As such, the state

∣∣ψqcrank(⃗α)
〉

can be used to encode a dataset x⃗ of size
2na ×nd by mapping and/or rescaling real values xi, j to QCrank inputs αi, j ∈ [0,π]. We note that QCrank uses shared address qubits
with different data qubits, naturally resulting in shorter circuit depths as shown in Fig. 1. We remark that the QCrank state preparation
defined in Eq. (9) is mathematically equivalent to the MCRQI encoding29.

In an idealized setting, QCrank allows for a lossless data encoding in a quantum state. In general, the purpose of the QCrank scheme
is to enable potentially complex data processing or learning tasks on quantum computers. However, because of the limitations of current
NISQ-era hardware, which is still severely restricted by gate infidelities, short coherence times, and cross-talk, we limit ourselves in this
work to experimental demonstrations that either load and immediately recover the data through measurement, or apply a relatively simple
and shallow data processing circuit.

For the task of data recovery, x⃗ meas can in principle be measured up to arbitrary precision with the error scaling as N−1/2
s , where Ns is

the number of shots. For a NISQ device, we cannot expect that the reconstruction error decreases monotonically just by increasing Ns. For
example, slight under- or over-rotation during the Ry rotations on the data qubits can accumulate and distort the relationship between the
intended and achieved rotation angles. Moreover, CX errors are typically an order of magnitude higher and lead to non-local errors. To
compensate for all these effects, we introduce a hardware and circuit-dependent heuristic function g(·), called adaptive calibration,

α
meas∗
i = g(αmeas

i ) , i ∈ [2na ], (11)

which corrects the angles obtained from Eq. (5) to allow for a near-perfect QCrank decoding on NISQ devices. For clarity, we distinguish
parameters recovered with the heuristic Eq. (11) by adding an asterisk as a superscript. The construction of g(·) from calibration
measurements is discussed in more detail in “Methods”.

Additionally, for the QCrank experiments discussed in this work, we limit the input data x⃗ from continuous to discrete variables. We
assume that x⃗ consists of a sequence of values drawn from a discrete set [0,1, . . . ,K −1]. We call each possible input value a symbol and
interpret K as the max value or ⌈log2(K)⌉ as the bit depth in the case of digitized sequences, images, or time-series data. The advantage
here is that to recover the discretized data xmeas∗, we only need to be able to distinguish K different αmeas∗ values that are spaced π/K
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apart. In practice, we choose K = 8, which is small enough to simplify the task of distinguishing the K different rotation angles in the
presence of noise and a limited measurement budget.

Despite all of the advantages of the QCrank encoding, we must point out that there are two difficulties in using it for large-scale data
processing. First, to decode the data from a QCrank encoding relies on accurately measuring the PDF to compute the data using Eq. (5),
which clearly scales exponentially with the number of address qubits na. For example, assuming 8 address qubits and 16 data qubits,
QCrank can store 28×16 = 212 real input values onto a QPU onto 24 qubits. To recover all 212 real values, we need to accurately measure
probabilities for all 28 = 256 address bit-strings separately for each data qubit. Assuming we aim for an error of 1% for probabilities used
in Eq. (5), it would require about 104 shots per bit-string. Hence, about 106 shots would be required to recover 100s of stored values with
a desired precision of 1%. This estimate on the number of shots is based purely on sampling error. It does not consider the infidelity of the
actual quantum hardware, which will further increase the necessary amount of shots. Using QCrank in this manner can be practical if we
plan to recover only a small number of values from the QPU, in which case specific address bits can be queried on the address register.
Furthermore, merely encoding and decoding classical data on a QPU is of limited interest beyond benchmarking and verification purposes.
Consequently, some quantum data processing that condenses the information from the high-dimensional input space to a low-dimensional
solution must be applied on the QPU before we read it out classically. Second, it is not trivial to develop data processing algorithms that
act on the angle encoding used in QCrank and return a condensed result. To overcome these issues, we propose the QBArt encoding,
which uses the NEQR basis encoding.

QBArt data encoding
Our Quantum Binary representation Arithmetic (QBArt) encoding retains the quantum-parallel feature of QCrank while encoding the
data in the well-studied basis encoding as used in NEQR26. Formally, QBArt generates circuits with identical structure as the QCrank
circuit (Fig. 2), except that the rotation angles are now restricted to two discrete values α⃗ ∈ {0,π}. It was noted in Figure 3 and Definition
6 in our previous work32 that serial UCRy gates can be used to prepare a NEQR state. QBArt instead leverages the compact parallel UCR
circuits to efficiently prepare the NEQR state on real QPUs.

QBArt offers a lower density of information storage than QCrank because data qubits now hold only superposition of {0,1}’s
instead of superposition of real numbers encoded as Ry rotations. However, the output of QBArt is sparse, so decoding requires a far
smaller number of shots. Furthermore, instead of relying on estimating the PDF and using Eq. (5) to recover the data, the observed
bit-strings themselves contain the data. Theoretically, that leads to an exact data value reconstruction using a single observation. We will
experimentally demonstrate that post-processing by majority voting suppresses the noise artifacts very effectively for QBArt executed on
NISQ hardware. The number of data qubits used in QBArt sets the absolute precision with which a quantum computation is performed
on the data, regardless of the QPU’s fidelity. Since many data processing tasks require 8 to 16 bits of precision, this is a manageable
overhead for the qubit count, even for existing QPUs.

QBArt benchmarking
In this section, we run a benchmark using a QBArt circuit of fixed size on various available QPUs. We consider this to be an application-
level benchmark37, 38 that specifically evaluates the performance of the QPU to serve as QROM. We use this benchmark to inform our
choice of QPU to run the data processing experiments described in “Quantum Data Processing on H1-1”.

We use a QBArt circuit with 2 address and 4 data qubits such that it can be executed on any QPU with at least 6 qubits. A circuit of
this size can load 4 bit strings, each of length 4, and we use randomly generated bit strings as input data. Our benchmarks are executed on
Quantinuum, IonQ, and IBMQ QPUs. The specifications of these different backends are summarized in Table 2.

A QBArt encoding generates the optimal circuit for QPUs on which a bipartite qubit connectivity is naturally available. The
trapped ion QPUs (H1-1, Harmony, and Aria) natively allow such connectivity. However, for the transmon-based QPUs from IBMQ
with heavy-hexagonal connectivity, the transpiled circuits become deeper due to the inevitable swap operations (see Table 2). Before
transpilation, the circuit depth is 8 CX-cycles. We also run the same experiment on the noise-free Qiskit simulator for reference.

We compare shot dependence of two metrics pertaining to (1) the fidelity of individual values in the sequence and (2) the whole
sequence being recovered correctly, both defined in “Methods”. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The trapped-ion QPUs require only 100
shots to recover the entire sequence and significantly outperform the transmon-based QPUs. The two decisive factors are differences in
the fidelity of entangling gates and the versatility of the native connectivity. Only on the IBM jakarta, which has a relatively low CX-gate
error, can we achieve 100% sequence fidelity but at the expense of more than 2000 shots. It requires 100 times more shots compared to an
ideal noise-free QPU.

The Quantinuum H1-1 QPU achieves the highest fidelity among all the QPUs tested and will be the backend we use for the data
processing experiments in the next section.

Quantum Data Processing on H1-1
In the following, we describe four experiments using different types of data executed on H1-1 as summarized in Table 3.
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DNA sequences
The genetic code of any organism is described as a sequence of codons that encode specific amino acids. A codon consists of three
nucleotides. Since 4 types of nucleotides exist in nature (A, T , G, C), there are 64 different codons, which is equivalent to 6 classical bits
of information. On a quantum computer, we will use 6 qubits to encode a codon by assigning 2-qubit basis states to the 4 nucleotides,

A = |00⟩ ,T = |01⟩ ,G = |10⟩ ,C = |11⟩ , (12)

and constructing the tensor product of 3 2-qubit states, e.g., ACT = |001101⟩ or AT G = |000110⟩. To compare 2 DNA sequences made
of codons, we compute on pairs of codons, requiring 12 qubits in total. Consequently, the integer values in Eq. (1), ci ∈ [4096], allow the
encoding of 2 codons as a quantum state |a0 · · ·a5 b0 · · ·b5⟩, being again a tensor product of the quantum states of 2 codons.

We realize that the quantum DNA data processing primitives presented in this section are toy models based on relatively small data
sets and do not provide computational advantage over far more efficient conventional algorithms. Our goal is rather to demonstrate what
is possible with current generation quantum computers and motivate future work in this field.

Pattern matching In Experiment #1, the inputs are two codon sequences of equal length, and the output is a 1-bit sequence of the same
length that contains 1 for every position where the codons match and 0 elsewhere. The additional 6-bit wide output sequence encodes
which nucleotides did not match. The QBArt circuit (Fig. 4 (Left)) implementing Experiment #1 requires a total of 16 qubits, 4 of which
are used as address qubits, and the 12 data qubits encode the codons of both sequences using 6 bits each. To save on quantum resources,
we ‘recycle’ 5 qubits in the middle of the circuit by applying a reset gate, which is available on most QPUs. The total circuit depth is 68
CX-gates, of which 48 are needed by QBArt itself, following Eq. (7). We perform this DNA matching experiment on the real 20-qubit
trapped-ion QPU from Quantinuum, H1-1. The input sequence A is a random snippet from the COVID-19 genome strain39. Sequence B
is a copy of A, but the 6 codons in positions 5 to 10 are randomly altered, as shown in Fig. 4 (Right). At the expense of 600 shots and
using the majority voting technique, we achieve an exact result for all 16 codon pairs. The results shown in Fig. 4 (Right, (a)) confirm
that the 6 XOR bits pi are all 0 when the two codons match, and some are non-zero otherwise, following the ground-truth. The bit m0,
indicating a match, is also correctly computed, as shown in Fig. 4 (Right, (b)).

Hamming weight computation The Hamming distance between two bit-strings tells us in how many places they differ from one
another; hence, when applied to codon sequences, it is an essential tool for studying the evolution of the genetic code. The Hamming
weight of a binary string is defined as the number of bits set to 1. In Experiment #1 we have already computed the binary XOR value
between the two codons, stored at pi. We will now pass them to the Hamming weight algorithm to compute the desired Hamming distance.
Experiment #2 computes the Hamming weights for a 3-bit sequence of length 16. We use QBArt with 4 address qubits and 3 data qubits
to encode the input and 1 ancilla qubit. The complete QBArt circuit (Fig. 5 (Left)) uses 8 qubits, has a CX-depth of 28 cycles on an
all-to-all connected QPU. The experimental results from H1-1 for a pseudo-random input sequence and using 300 shots agree with the
ground-truth exactly, as shown in Fig. 5 (Right).

We recognize that the quantum circuit in Fig. 5 (Left) does only ‘half’ of the job since it reduces only 3 inputs p0, p1, p2 to 2 output
bits s0,s1. However, with enough resources, we can add a second copy of the same circuit acting in parallel on the output qubits p3, p4, p5
from the circuit shown in Fig. 4 (Left) and compute the missing 2nd Hamming weight, to be stored on qubits s2,s3. Then, we can apply a
binary adder on two 2-bit inputs, using one of the known quantum circuits40, to obtain the total Hamming distance between the 2 6-bit
codons.

Complex conjugate
The time evolution of a damped pendulum described by Eq. (13) is an example of a process described by the ordinary differential equation,
ODE, in the complex domain. The real and imaginary components of the complex-valued amplitude C(t) are denoted as A(t) and B(t),
respectively. They are plotted independently as a parametric trajectory in blue on 3 panels in Fig. 6 (Right). The purpose of Experiment #3
is to store the time-series Ct onto the QPU, compute the complex conjugate of the amplitude, C∗

t , and recover the resulting new time-series
through measurement.

Ct = aexp [(b+ jc)t + c], Ct ∈ C, for t ∈ [0, . . . ,31]
At = Re(Ct), (13)
Bt = Im(Ct),

where j =
√
−1 and the real parameters a,b,c,d are conveniently chosen to match the initial condition |A0|, |B0| ≃ 24 and |A31|, |B31| ≃ 1.

We use the signed integer 5-bit representation for both components At and Bt , stacked as a single 10-bit input for the QBArt circuit
(Fig. 6 (Left)). Next, we invert the sign of the Bt -data and perform the measurement. This circuit uses 5 address qubits and 10 data qubits,
with a CX-depth of 64. Only one cycle of X gates is needed to invert all 32 Bt values stored in the Hilbert space. The output −Bt values
are 1’s complementary and need to be decoded as such classically, back to signed integers. This method of computing 1’s complementary
was proposed in the original NEQR paper26. However, to the best of our knowledge, we present the first practical demonstration of such
computation using a real QPU. To recover all 32 10-bit values exactly, the H1-1 requires 103 shots.
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2D image
Any multi-dimensional indexed dataset can always be enumerated as a 1-dimensional sequence. Therefore, our proposed quantum data
encodings can directly encode 2D images as well. Experiment #4 demonstrates the QCrank encoding of the black and white image
of size 384 bits shown in Fig. 7(a). The recovered image from the Quantinuum H1-1 QPU is shown in Fig. 7(b). At the expense of
7000 shots, QCrank recovers 97% of the pixels correctly. The location of the 12 incorrect bits is random, as shown in Fig. 7(c). This
experiment shows that we can store, today, a non-trivial sized image on a 12 qubit system. Moreover, an image encoded with QBArt
could be manipulated by a quantum algorithm, such as filtering13.

Simulations
In addition to the four experiments executed on H1-1, we explore the robustness and versatility of our proposed encodings with additional
simulated experiments presented in “Further experiments using QCrank and QBArt” in the Supplementary Information. In particular, we
demonstrate the feasibility of storing and retrieving an arbitrary waveform on a QPU. We generate a synthetic electrocardiogram (ECG)
time-series of length 64, digitize it with the 6-bit resolution, and encode it using QBArt. We also study the dynamic range and recovery
fidelity for QCrank as a function of the simulated noise and the number of shots.

Discussion
This work presents two significant contributions to practical realization of quantum data encoding and analysis. First, the parallel
uniformly controlled rotation circuits (pUCR) significantly reduce the critical circuit depth (dCX ) compared to a serial implementation.
The pUCR circuit leverages concurrent execution of CX gates which leads to compact circuits that are well-suited for QPUs with a high
degree of connectivity, such as those based on the ion trap technology. Second, we propose two data encoding methods that use pUCR
circuits: QCrank which encodes continuous real data as rotation angles, and QBArt which encodes integer data in binary representation.
Finally, we present an extensive collection of experiments conducted on different real QPUs with both QCrank and QBArt encodings.
We demonstrate successful quantum data encoding and analysis at a considerably larger scale than achieved in previous studies. This is
enabled by two new error mitigation strategies for QCrank and QBArt respectively, to correct the noisy hardware results.

Our experiments show that the Quantinuum H1-1 QPU can reliably prepare a QCrank state that encodes 384 black-and-white pixels
on 12 qubits. We introduce an adaptive calibration routine to compensate for the hardware noise and achieve a 97% recovery fidelity
using 7,000 shots. This QCrank state on na = 4, nd = 8 qubits encodes 128 real values. It is 16× more then the state-of-the-art QML
experiments in9, which extracted from the MNIST images the 8-dimensional real feature vectors in order to encode them on quantum
hardware. The data encoding method in9 allow for trade-offs between ancillary qubits and circuit depth. It is an interesting topic of future
research to investigate if our circuits can allow for a similar trade-off.

Our experiments with QBArt show that the H1-1 QPU can, with near-perfect fidelity, (1) simultaneously encode two DNA sequences
of 16 codons stored in 6 bits and compute the positions where the sequences are mismatched, (2) compute the Hamming weight of a
sequence of 16 3-bit integers, and (3) compute the complex conjugate of a sequence of 32 complex values with real and imaginary parts
both encoded with bit-depth 5. Furthermore, we successfully use a majority voting technique to reliably identify the correct results from
the measured bit strings. Finally, we report the results of a 6 qubits QBArt encoding benchmark comparing the recovered value and
sequence fidelity on Quantinuum, IonQ, and IBM QPUs. This experiment highlights the superiority of ion trap QPUs over superconducting
QPUs for preparing a QBArt state. That is partially attributed to the qubits connectivity: additional swap gates are required to run a
pUCR circuit on superconducting QPUs.

For a fixed number of qubits, the angle encoding in QCrank and FRQI24 can store more data than a binary encoding in QBArt and
NEQR26. However, data processing of angle encodings is considerably more complex than computing on binary encodings where classical
binary logic operations can be efficiently converted to reversible quantum operations1. Additionally, our experiments show that binary
data can be recovered with greater fidelity and using an order of magnitude fewer shots compared to data stored in an angle encoding.

Our multiplexor pUCR gates are closely related to circuit implementations used for QROM/QRAM. For example, the implementation
of the bucket brigade QRAM18 leverages parallel decompositions of commuting Toffoli gates which closely resemble the pUCR circuit
for the special case na = nd = 2. It is important to note, however, that our circuits have been designed for execution in the current NISQ
era, whereas QRAM implementations typically target future fault-tolerant architectures. It is likely that our pUCR circuits are suboptimal
in a fault-tolerant setting because the logical synthesis of the Ry gates will lead to a large overhead compared to18.

One exciting topic for future study that our results hint at is the potential of the compact, parallel QCrank circuits in the context of
hybrid algorithms such as Variational Quantum Algorithms (VQA)41 or Quantum Machine Learning (QML)42 tasks. In this context,
the rotation angles in the QCrank circuit are considered free parameters that are variationally optimized in a quantum-classical hybrid
iteration where the cost function is evaluated on the QPU.

Methods
Metrics of fidelity
We define three metrics to characterize the quality of the recovered results using QCrank and QBArt encodings on noisy QPUs:
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• Dynamic range (Dr) is defined as the distance between the expectation values of the reconstructed angle αmeas (Eq. (5)) for the
first and last symbol. It is applicable only for QCrank with input quantized into K symbols a0, . . . ,aK−1

Dr =
E
(
αmeas(aK−1)

)
−E

(
αmeas(a0)

)
α(aK−1)−α(a0)

. (14)

The domain of Dr is [0,1], where 1 corresponds to a perfect result and 0 means that pure noise is measured.

• Recovered value fidelity (RVF) is defined as the probability to recover the correct symbol at a given position in the sequence,
averaged over the sequence.

• Recovered sequence fidelity (RSF) is defined as the probability of all recovered values in a sequence being correct. In the simplest
case, RSF ∼ (RVF)N , with N being the length of the sequence.

Adaptive calibration for QCrank
Based on experiments using a noisy simulator, we observed that the dynamic range (Dr) is reduced with increasing gate infidelity, which
leads to incorrect symbol reconstruction, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. Therefore, we developed an adaptive calibration method to
compensate for these distortions. For each input symbol, ai, we measure the average reconstructed output E(αmeas

i ). We then define a
lookup table with K −1 thresholds τi,

τi =
E(αmeas

i )+E(αmeas
i+1 )

2
, (15)

set halfway between those K averages, shown as horizontal dotted lines in Supplementary Fig. S1. Next, we reanalyze the same experiment
and assign the discrete reconstructed symbols using a heuristic function g(.), g : αmeas → ameas∗ defined by the following lookup table:

g(αmeas) =


a0, if αmeas < τ0

aK−1, if αmeas ≥ τm−2

a j, if αmeas ∈ [τ j,τ j+1)

. (16)

Majority voting for QBArt
For measurements subject to a low noise level, only a few of the measured bits will be incorrect, resulting in either corrupted address or
corrupted data bits. To compensate for this uncorrelated noise, for each measured address, we choose the reconstructed data to be the
most probable value (MPV) of all the data sub-strings collected from the measured bit-strings. This procedure is equivalent to majority
voting on the data bit-strings. As the errors on the address bit-strings manifest in the same way, MPV selection also suppresses it.
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Figure 1. Different types of uniformly controlled rotation (UCR) gates with optimal connectivity graphs for qubits shown on the right.
(a) Standard compact circuit implementation for a UCRy gate that was used in the QPIXL framework32 for 5 address and 1 data qubits.
Square boxes denote single qubit Ry rotations. (b) All 3 possible realizations of the cyclic permuted UCRs for 3 address and 1 data qubits.
(c) Parallel UCR for 3 address and 3 data qubits. The same 3 different permuted UCRy circuits using the common 3 address qubits and 3
different data qubits can be reordered to an equivalent circuit with the same CX depth as a single UCRy circuit. Blue rectangles indicate
groups of 3 CX gates which can be executed concurrently in the same cycle.
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Figure 2. High-level block diagram of the QCrank circuit encoding nd ×2na real values α⃗ onto the state of na +nd qubits.
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Figure 3. Reconstruction fidelity for the QBArt benchmark experiment that uses 4 4-bit integers loaded on 6 qubits. Data is shown for
Quantinuum, IonQ, and IBMQ QPUs:
(a) reconstructed value fidelity (b) reconstructed sequence fidelity. The H1-1 experiment with 50 shots was only performed for one input
sequence, so no error bars are shown.
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Figure 4. (Left) Quantum circuit computing the match between two 16 elements long input sequence of 6-bit values A and B, encoded on
qubits ai and bi, respectively. The QBArt unitary prepares the initial state. The 6 CX gates compute the XOR between bits of sequences
element. The following 5 nested Toffoli gates set the output qubit m0 to state |1⟩ if both 6-bit input pairs match. The intermediate XOR
output result is also measured on qubits pi. (Right) Results obtained by the DNA sequence matching executed on Quantinuum H1-1 QPU.
The algorithm correctly detects the differences between the 6 codons in positions 5 to 10, marked in red. (a) 6-bit XOR(A⃗, B⃗) output
sequence and (b) measured match-bit, both follow the ground-truth.
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Figure 6. (Left) QBArt circuit for Experiment #3 computing the complex conjugate of the input sequence At + jBt → At − jBt The
values of A⃗ and -B⃗ are retrieved as signed int at the addresses encoded as unsigned int. (Right) Results of the complex conjugate on
complex-valued time-series obtained on the H1-1 QPU are presented in magenta. The input is shown in blue. (a) and (b) show real and
imaginary components of the pendulum amplitude, respectively. (c) depicts its trajectory as function of time. The conjugation operation
inverts the sign of the imaginary component.

(a) (b) (c)

False Negative False Positive

Figure 7. Demonstration of recovery of a black and white 384 pixels image using QCrank Experiment #4 executed on the Quantinuum
H1-1 real QPU. a) ground-truth image, b) recovered image has 97% of correct pixels, c) residual showing the locations of 12 incorrect
pixels.
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na (# address qubits) 4 5 6 8 10
nd (# data qubits) 4 5 6 8 10

dCX

parallel UCR 16 32 64 256 1,025
serial UCR 32 81 193 1,025 5,121
reduction 2.1× 2.5× 3.0× 4.0× 5.0×

Table 1. Comparison of CX depth (dCX ) for parallel versus serial implementations of the UCR gate on na = nd ∈ {4,5,6,8,10} qubits.

qubits CX error CX depth # runs

Quantinuum H1-1 20 0.003 8 1-10
IonQ Harmony 11 0.040 8 10-15
IonQ Aria 23 0.004 8 10
IBM guadalupe 16 0.012 42 98
IBM montreal 27 0.020 39 98
IBM jakarta 7 0.008 42 98

Table 2. Basic characteristics of the QPUs used for benchmarking. The listed average CX error is officially reported by the hardware
providers at the time of circuit execution.

Experiment #1 Experiment #2 Experiment #3 Experiment #4

Encoding QBArt QBArt QBArt QCrank

Data type DNA Sequence Time-series Binary image

Objective DNA match Hamming weight Complex conjugate LBL logo I/O

QPU H1-1 H1-1 H1-1 H1-1
addr. qubits 4 4 5 4
data qubits 12 3 10 8
ancillas - 1 - -
reset ops 5 - - -

input (bits) 192 48 320 384⋆

⋆Assuming 3-bit resolution per real value encoded by QCrank.

Table 3. QCrank and QBArt data processing experiments executed on Quantinuum H1-1.
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